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Glass Viper Cracked Accounts is a full analogue waveform synth with two oscillators, an envelope follower for driving the waveforms and a resonant filter. The sounds are built around Glass Viper's moving control points. The moving control points create a deep and organic sense of movement, as you are controlling sounds that are changing in shape and sound. The sound shaping has been developed so that there is no 'off'
setting. Glass Viper has two oscillators and a resonant low pass filter. This creates a whole world of synth sounds. With a range of eight waveforms and five oscillator modes there's an incredible depth of sounds. You can change the envelope, add FX and modulate any of the eight waveforms to create something really special. Waveforms: Waveforms are made up of a series of points and curves that you can shape and move. You
have 8 waveforms to work with and they can be set to either pulse or square. Resonant: The resonant filter is a low pass filter with adjustable Q and resonance. The Q is the control over the width of the filter. The resonance changes the sound. If Q is low and resonance is high, you get a tight low pass filter that has a greater response at a certain frequency. As the Q is increased the response of the filter becomes more musical and
breath-like. If you lower the Q and increase the resonance, you get a bright and snappy sounding low pass filter with a lot of bleed. Control Points: Glossys synthesizers are the first waveform synthesisers to have control points. As an added bonus they also have a noise generator. A control point is a point that you can move to change the shape of the waveform. In the glass viper, the waveforms have 4 control points - two on top of
each other for a more rounded sound. Feedback: In addition to its shape-shifting waveforms, Glass Viper has a resonant filter. You can use this to add extra modulation and reverb. You can also add a feedback filter to Glass Viper. Oscillators: Two triangle, sawtooth and square waveforms can be created in Glass Viper. The waveforms are oscillator 1 and 2. These can be synced together, either together or independently, creating a
whole range of synth sounds. FX: There are four different FX sections in Glass Viper - chorus, delay, distortion
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The keyboard macro system, is designed to improve keyboard performance by converting your computer keyboard into a full-featured synthesizer. KeyMACRO combines each synthesizer function into a single keyboard key. It allows you to trigger your sounds directly from the keyboard for more precise control. The KeyMACRO synthesizer has two powerful layers of direct control with two flexible modes. In ‘Classic Mode’,
you can assign virtually any synth function as a macro, or go ‘Interactive Mode’ and set up complex scripts to automate the functions of the synth. NEW Control Points Mode: With its innovative Control Points, ‘CPM’ mode, you can change the behaviour of the synth functions, giving them completely new characteristics. The new control points (CP) feature lets you modify the waveform by changing the values of the CP points. In
addition to the direct waveform control, ‘CPM’ mode also lets you use CP points to change the envelopes of the oscillators, filter and modulation, and even to change the sample rate. NEW Pitch Bend Modulation (PB Mod) mode: The ability to modulate the frequency of the oscillator with pitch bending allows you to use the sound of the KeyMACRO synthesizer as a sonic percussive instrument, making it much more suited to
dancefloor tracks. NEW: Analogue Voice mode: A unique ‘analogue voice’ mode allows you to create an entirely different sound from the rest of the synthesizer. The ‘analogue voice’ is created by twisting two of the CP points in the waveform, creating a unique bending effect. NEW: Simple CV Control mode: CV Control Mode gives you absolute control over your sound with just CV inputs, without the need to select any
buttons. Use CV as modulation sources for waveform control, oscillator modulation or sample modulation. NEW Dual Touchpad: Dual Touchpad allows the CV inputs to be split, triggering two sequencers, or two separate synth functions, or even one sequencer and one synth function. You can choose between two completely independent CV inputs, and trigger them with the Touchpad, or send a control to each Touchpad
independently. With 16 CV inputs, and CV/Gate and Gate controls, you can create any kind of interface, no matter what kind of effect you want to create. You can even connect up to 24 CV inputs to the synth. You can also use 77a5ca646e
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• 4 Drifting Control Points • Manipulate your oscillator through intricate controls • Create dynamic sounding and complex waveforms through control points • Unique oscillator and waveform shaping • Edit and control each oscillator and waveform independently • 100 presets, each created by an expert in their genre • Presets organized into filter, envelopes, effects, arpeggiator, piano, bass, synth, piano, organs, effect and synth,
strings and more • Unique sound design, modular construction and use of field-effected gates • High resolution, 100% compatible with all software and hardware synths • Available in VST, AU, RTAS and Audio Units • Windows 7, Vista, XP, Vista 32/64-bit OS Requirements: Rapture is a unique Modular instrument designed to emulate the traditional Roland Juno 106. The Juno 106 was a true powerhouse in the Roland line of
synths and like the Juno, Rapture is limited only by your imagination. Using the Control knob to manage how many voices are active on a single patch, Rapture can expand from the classic 4-voice Juno patch to a huge 16-voice powerhouse. Designed with Synth Station players in mind, Rapture offers the choice to expand or contract, or pan the single or the dual voice patches, to create easy routings and patches. Rapture features a
powerful arpeggiator to help you get your creative juices flowing. Just select the arp pattern in the arp tab and let the synth do the rest. If your using the 9 preset arp patterns, simply select the arp pattern you want using the buttons and the patch will automatically play in that arp sequence. Rapture Description: • 4 analog voices • Control patch size by tweaking the arp pattern • 9 preset arp patterns included • 256 presets • Solo /
pan / expansion of single or dual voice patches • Arpeggiator modes: single or dual • Ableton Live integration • Versatile performance control • Import / export over MIDI • Save / export your patch to file or back to the synth OS Requirements: Electra is a high-quality synthesizer for the modern era. Similar to VCS3, but has a lot of new features for us to discover. Electra is designed to be a polysynth for the mobile producer. It
has a two-oscillator design, with

What's New in the?
A deep and organic evolution from the analog domain, Glass Viper allows you to really get down and dirty. The instrument utilizes a full array of oscillators and waveforms to create a vast musical palette. You can layer up to four different waveforms, each with independent control points to shape, split, and manipulate each of the waveforms to create a unique percussive instrument. You can layer a bass synth, a piano, a rhythm
line, and a haunting melody to create a huge variety of instruments. Downloads: Versions Available: 1.2.2 Change Log: Due to some last minute changes in the iOS music creation process, I have been forced to release version 1.2.2. This will fix minor bugs and performance issues. If you have any issues, please contact me. Fixed performance issues on the iPad and iPhone. Revised the tutorial to fix a bug. More documentation and
tutorials. More documentation. Bug Fixes: Fixed a bug where the root note would be set to the note of the first active oscillator. Fixed a bug where deleting an instrument would not properly set the delete flag. Fixed a bug where the notes would not be saved properly when using more than two modes. Some minor tweaks to the midi editor. Fixed some bugs in the tutorial. Fixed an issue where the instruments would loop when the
app was paused and resumed. More documentation. Documentation: This is a complete overhaul of the docs. They have been rewritten and most tutorials have been added. I wanted to make it as easy as possible for you to get started with Glass Viper. Documentation is available for both the iOS and Android versions of the app. Please read the documentation if you are new to Glass Viper. If you have any questions or concerns,
please post them on the support forum. Tutorials: If you have not watched my YouTube tutorial series yet, I suggest that you do. The tutorials will help you understand the sound shaping that is built into Glass Viper. Tutorials are available for both the iOS and Android versions of the app. User Manual: This is a basic user manual that is good for getting a quick start with the instrument. A User Manual is available for both the iOS
and Android versions of the app. If you are new to glass viper, I suggest that you watch my first tutorial first. Version 1.2.1 Change Log: This is a bug fix update. No new features. Fixed a bug where you could not save your instruments. Fixed some minor bugs. Bug Fixes: Fixed a bug where controls could be misaligned. Fixed some minor bugs. Version 1
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/10 Processor: 2.0 GHz or faster Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 240 / AMD Radeon HD 4350 / Intel HD 3000 DirectX: Version 9.0 or higher Network: Broadband internet connection Recommended: Processor: 3.0 GHz or faster Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 / AMD Radeon HD 7850
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